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YESHIVA UNIVERSITY 
Richard M. Joel, President 
May,2004 
Dear Graduates, 
It is my real pleasure to extend congratulatory wishes to you upon your graduation 
from Cardozo. I know your feelings of elation having successfully completed this phase 
of your education and I know your excitement as you look toward the future. 
As you know, although this is my first year as President of Yeshiva, I am not a 
newcomer to Cardozo, having spent eight years as Associate Dean and a member of the 
Faculty. As I have become reacquainted with Cardozo, I have found that, as our good law 
school has become a great law school, much of the character has remained the same. And 
that's good news! 
That's good news because Cardozo has always aspired for excellence. That's good 
news because Cardozo has always stood forjnnovation. That's good news because 
Cardozo has always sought out the finest faculty. And that's good news because Cardozo 
has always been an open, warm and welcoming community. 
As you now enter the world of alumni, I wish you continued success as you begin 
to use what Cardozo has given you over the past three years. I hope that you will be a 
proud Cardozo alumnus, one who stays in touch. I look forward to you doing your part in 
advancing our world. 
t m. "'"''..,'" . '" ,,,.,., . .,,.. ''"'°'"''" ,oo wm """ """ •"' """'""' '""' • """ "" uoo • "" '°"'·"' '""" 
2 Cardozo Law Sch ool 
BENJAMIN N. CARDOZO SCHOOL OF LAW • YE.SHIVA UNIVERSIT.Y, 
David Rudenstine 
D ean 
Dr. Herman George and Kate Kaiser Professor 
(21 2) 790-0310 
FAX (21 2) 790-0203 
of Constitutional Law · 
1 June 2004 
Dear Cardozo,Graduates, 
Congratulations! Y ~ur graduation constitut~s a stunning personal' achievement; and I ·am 
delighted to cong:r;atulate you and wish you good luck for the future. This is your special moment. 
You nave worked hard and achieved much_ Your industry and commitrnenfhonors us, ru;id we, 
your faculty, in turn honor iou. 
I hope that you found your legal studies challenging and rewarding: I hope that they not only 
resulted in you becoming a truly fine professional, but that they deepened your understanding of 
what you believe and why you believe it. I often hear students state that they found law school.to 
be a ·personally transformative and meaningful e.xperienc'e; I hope that was true for you .. 
As you shape your professional life, always find ways to stay involved with public affairs. 
Lawyers have special authority in our society and society opens the door to attorneys to-mltlce a 
:. difference in the public life.of our cides, -our ~tates, and our nation. Public life needs an involved 
citizenry, and as lawyers, you are potential and-influential leaders of your communities: I hope 
you embrace this opportunity to be involved; I know -that you will find your involvement in 
p~blic affairs to be meaningful and satisfying. · 
Finally, let m~ urge you _to keep your connection to Cardozo alive. ,Cardozo is' now a significant 
part of your life, anq I hope you will find ways during the years ahead to make Cardozo an 
important touchstone in your .personal and professional lives. 
With all good wishes, 
JACOB BURl\t5 INSUTUTE FOR ADVANCED LEGAL STUDIES 
BR O OK D AL E C EN T ER• 55 FI F TH AV E N UE• NEW '. O R K , N Y 1 00 0 3 - 4 3 91 
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Awards and Honors for the Class of 2004 
We are delighted to announce the 2004 graduates who have earned the following honors: 
Order of the Coif 
Lawrence E. Arturo 
Sarah E. Barrows 
Oren Bechor 
Timothy M. Bogen 
Andrew E. Borteck 
Sheryl L. Calabro 
Emily Beth Compton 
Tal E . Dickstein 
Ian M. Dumain 
Montgomery E. Engel 
Michele A. Filorimo 
Howard A. Freeman 
Elliot M. Gardner 
Peter L. Giunta 
Miriam Cheryl Grossman 
Seth A. Grossman 
Peter H. Hanna 
Steven J. Huntzinger 
A vi B . Israeli 
Dina M. Kameros 
MeirD. Katz 
James C. Lee 
Jodi B. Leibowitz 
Amitab M. Mukerjee 
Kurt D. Mundorff 
Taryn L. Reynolds 
Sasha B. Rieders 
YuliaRubin 
Jody E. Saltzman 
Karen C. Sinai 
Chelsea W. Teachout 
Michelle K. Waller 
Allison S. Wexler 
The Brandeis Award (awarded to the student(s) with the best academic record over the 
course of three years) 
Timothy M. Bogen 
Seth A. Grossman 
Summa cum laude 
Timothy M. Bogen 
Ian M. Dumain 
Seth A. Grossman 
Steven J. Huntzinger 
Allison S. Wexler 
Cum laude 
Sarah E. Barrows 
Oren Bechor 
Matthew H. Behrens 
Jeremy J. Beyda 
Meridith H. Bogart 
Daina Clare Borteck 
Gerald M. Cohen 
Emily Beth Compton 
Montgomery E. Engel 
Michele A. F ilorimo 
Howard A. Freeman 
Holly R. Froum 
4 Cardozo Law School 
Magna cum laude 
Lawrence E. Arturo 
Andrew E. Borteck 
Sheryl L. Calabro 
Tal E. Dickstein 
Elliot M. Gardner 
Peter H. Hanna 
Katrina M. Giedt 
Peter L. Giunta 
Michael P. Glasser 
Miriam Cheryl Grossman 
Avi B. Israeli 
MeirD. Katz 
Melissa A. Kho 
Joni H. Kletter 
Allison Brooke Kochman 
James C. Lee 
Seth H. Liebennan 
Rachel T. Marks 
Dina M. Kameros 
Jodi B. Leibowitz 
Yulia Rubin 
Chelsea W. Teachout 
Michelle K. Waller 
Eldar Mayouhas 
Danielle R. Mendelsohn 
Amitab M. Mukerjee 
Kurt D . Mundorff 
Liezl Irene Q. Pangilinan 
Anna S. Peckham 
Taryn L. Reynolds 
Sasha B. Rieders 
Chaim Rybak 
Jody E. Saltzman 
Karen C. Sinai 
F""c.-,.-.1+~ 
cJ.. 
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DEANS 
OF 
CARDOZO 
Robert Schwartz 
Laura Cunningham 
6 Cardozo Law School 
David Rudenstine 
Arthur Fama 
Matthew Levine Judy Mender 
ADMINISTRATION 
Isabel Balson Barbara Birch Thomas Curtain 
Toni Fine Denise Gackenheimer Amy Gaudet 
Leslie Newman Lynn Wishart 
Class of 2004 7 
OFFICE OF COMMUNICATIONS AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
OFFICE OF STUDENT SERVICES 
8 Cardozo Law School 
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CARDOZO FACULTY 
Paris R. Baldacci 
Clinical Professor of Law and 
Supervising Attorney, Bet 
Tzedek Legal Services Clinic 
Lester Brickman 
Professor of Law 
10 Cardozo Law School 
Barton Beebe 
Assistant Professor of Law 
David G. Carlson 
Professor of Law 
J. David Bleich 
Herbert and Florence Tenzer 
Professor of Jewish Law and 
Ethics 
Daniel A. Crane 
Assistant Professor of Law 
CARDOZO FACULTY 
Susan P. Crawford 
Assistant Professor of Law 
E. Nathaniel Gates 
Professor of Law 
Edward de Grazia 
Professor of Law 
Myriam Gilles 
Professor of Law 
Mitchell L. Engler 
Associate Professor of Law 
Toby Golick 
Clinical Professor of Law, 
Director of Clinical Legal 
Education, and Director, Bet 
Tzedek Legal Services Clinic 
Class of 2004 11 
CARDOZO FACULTY 
Peter Goodrich 
Professor of Law 
Marci A. Hamilton 
PaulR. VerkuilChair inPublic 
Law 
12 Cardozo Law School 
Minasse Haile 
Professor of Law 
Michael Eric Herz 
Professor of Law and 
Codirector, Floersheimer 
Center for Constitutional 
Democracy 
Malvina Halberstam 
Professor of Law 
Justin Hughes 
Assistant Professor of Law and 
Director, Intellectual Property 
Law Program 
CARDOZO FACULTY 
Kyron James Huigens 
Pmfessor of Law 
Burton Lipshie 
Adjunct Professor, Managing 
Attorney, Stroock & Stroock & 
I.avan 
Arthur J. Jacobson 
Max Freund Professor of 
Litigation & Advocacy 
Lela Porter Love 
Professor of Law and Director, 
Kukin Program for Conflict 
Resolution and the Cardozo 
Mediation Clinic 
Melanie Leslie 
Professor of Law and 
Codirector, Program for 
Family Law, Policy, 
and Bioethics 
Peter Lushing 
Professor of Law 
Class of 2004 13 
CARDOZO FACULTY 
Jonathan H. Oberman 
Clinical Professor of Law 
Michael Ross 
Adjunct Professor, Partner, 
LaRossa & Ross 
14 Cardozo Law School 
Monroe E. Price 
Joseph and Sadie Danciger 
Professor of Law and Director, 
HowardM Squadron Program 
in Law, Media and Sociery 
Leslie Salzman 
Clinical Professor of Law and 
Supervising Attorney, Bet 
Tzedek Legal Services Clinic 
Michel Rosenfeld 
Justice Sydney L. Robins 
ProfessorofHumanRights 
Barry C. Scheck 
Professor of Law and Director, 
Innocence Project 
CARDOZO FACULTY 
Jeanne L. Schroeder 
Professor of Law 
Paul M. Shupack 
Professor of Law 
William Schwartz 
University Professor of Law 
Jonathan L. F. Silver 
Professor of Law 
Scott J. Shapiro 
Professor of Law 
Kevin M. Stack 
Assistant Professor of Law 
Class of 2004 15 
CARDOZO FACULTY 
Alex Stein 
Professor of Law 
Martin J. Stone 
Professor of Law 
16 Cardozo Law School 
Edward Stein 
Associate Professor of Law 
and Codirector, Program for 
Family Law, Policy, 
and Bioethics 
Suzanne Last Stone 
Professor of Law and 
Director, Program in 
Jewish Law and 
Interdisciplinary Studies 
Stewart E. Sterk 
H Bert and Ruth Mack Profes-
sor of Real Estate Law 
Peter Tillers 
Professor of Law 
CARDOZO FACULTY 
Professor of Law 
Richard H. Weisberg 
Walter Floersheimer Professor 
of Constitutional Law and 
Director, Center for Holocaust 
andHumanRights Studies 
Charles M. Yablon 
Professor of Law and Director, 
The Samuel and Ronnie 
Heyman Center on Corporate 
Governance 
Ellen C. Yaroshefsky 
ClinicalProfessorof Law and 
Director,jacob Burns Center 
for Ethics in the Practice of 
Edward A. Zelinsky 
Professor of Law 
Law 
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CARDOZO Behind the Scenes 
Class of 2004 21 
22 Cardozo Law School 
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Deena Abel 
Arts & Entertainment Law Journal; 
Immigration Law Clinic; 
Environmental Law Society 
David Althoff 
Lawrence Arturo 
24 Cardozo Law School 
James Allert 
Journal of Conflict Resolution 
Angela Angel-Humphrey 
Moot Court Honor Society; Bet Tzedek; BLSA; 
Fredrick Douglas Moot Court Competition; William 
C. Vis International Arbitration Oralist; LLSA; 
Law Revue; Vagina Monologues 
Alexey Bakman 
Journal of International and 
Comparative Law; ITAP 
Gur Altberg 
Melissa Noelle Arana 
Clymer D. Bardsley 
Editor-in-Chief, Public Law, Policy 
& Ethics Journal; Mediation Clinic 
Jason Behfarin 
Raphael Berlin 
Women's Law Journal 
Jeremy Beyda 
Law Review; Dean's Scholar 
Matthew Behrens 
Law Review; Dean's Distinguished Scholar 
Stephanie Faith Berman 
Notes Editor, Journal of Conflict 
Resolution; Bet Tzedek; ITAP 
Andrew Binstock 
Managing Editor, Women's Law Journal; 
Student Advocate; Criminal Appeals Clinic; 
Corporation Counsel Appellate Externship 
Periangilly Beltre 
Women's Law Journal; BALLSA; Treasurer 
2002, Vice President 2002-2003, BLSA; 
General Counsel 2004, LALSA; Participant in 
NYCLA's Minority Judicial Intern Program 
Mark Bernstein 
Executive Editor, Journal of 
International & Comparative Law; Tax 
Clinic 
Joshua Blumenfeld 
Women's Law Journal; 
Criminal Defense Clinic; ITAP 
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Meridith H. Bogart 
Managing Editor, Law Review; Dean's 
Distinguished Scholar 
Daina C. Borteck 
Law Review, Moot Court Honor Society; 
Alexander Fellowship; Heyman Scholar 
Alisa Cahan 
26 Cardozo Law School 
Kimara G. Bonhomme 
Bet Tzedek; BLSA; William C. Vis 
International Arbitration 
Yaacov M. Brisman 
Innocence Project 
• ~ . } ~ .· 
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Kelly R. Camamis 
Moot Court Honor Society 
Board Member; ITAP 
Andrew E. Borteck 
Notes Editor, Law Review; 
Alexander Fellow 
Alexander Burekhovich 
Dean's Scholar 
Brooke S. Causanschi 
Student Life Committee Chair; 
Journal of Conflict Resolution 
Andrew J. Chamberlain 
Moot Court Honor Society 
Hyun Soon Cho 
APALSA 
-:-.. --- ; 
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Joanna Cohan 
Sonya Charatz 
Advocates for Battered Women 
Cheryl Robin Cillo 
Gerald M. Cohen 
Moot Court Honor Society; National 
Moot Court Competition Team Editor; 
Innocence Project; Criminal Appeals 
Clinic 
Connie L. Chen 
Production Editor, Arts 
& Entertainment Law Journal 
Beth Citron 
Bet Tzedek 
Carla Michelle Comisso 
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Emily Compton 
Co-Executive Editor, Public Law, Policy & 
Ethics Journal; Bet Tzedek Clinic; 
Law Revue 
Waleed Sammy Diab 
Notes & Comments Editor, Public Law, 
Policy & Ethics Journal; Advocates for 
Battered Women, Alexander Fellows 
Jared Dokovna 
Public Law, Policy & Ethics Journal; Bet 
Tzedek; Prosecutor Practicum 
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Cristina Cruz 
Articles Editor, Public Law, Policy & 
Ethics Journal 
Tal Dickstein 
Law Review; Andrew Zucker Memorial 
Scholarship; Dean 's Distinguished 
Scholar; ITAP 
Simcha Dornbush 
Jason A. Cubert 
Gillian Dinstein 
Articles Editor, Arts & 
Entertainment Journal 
Ian M. Dumain 
Executive Editor, Law Review; 
Innocence Project 
Montgomery E. Engel 
Editor-in-Chief, Journal of International 
and Comparative Law; 
Criminal Appeals Clinic 
Roy Fenichel 
Senior At·tirles Editor, Journal of Interna-
tional and Comparative Law; Senior 
Editor, Cardozo Insider; Criminals 
Appeals Clinic; Trial Advocacy 
Daniel H. Fink 
David A. Epstein 
European Law Moot Court 
Competition, Oralist and Coach 
Robert Fernez 
Treasurer, LALSA; ITAP; Advocates for 
Battered Women; ILSA 
Jordana Fishman 
Angel I. Falcon 
Family Court Clinic; Recipient of Minority 
Fellowship sponsored by the Association 
of the Bar of the City of New York 
Michele Filorimo 
At·ts & Entertainment Law Journal; 
Intellectual Property Society; Advocates 
for Battered Women 
Michael N. Fleischman 
Notes Editor, Journal of Conflict Resolution; Articles Editor, Journal of International & 
SBA Senator; Environmental Law Society Comparative Law; Prosecutor Practicum; 
Co-President, Student Life Conunittee; 
Co-Vice President, Intellectual Prorerty 
Society Class of 2004 29 
Catherine P. Flores 
Immigration Law Clinic; Bet Tzedek 
Chana L. Frid 
Lauren E. Friedman 
Managing Editor, Journal of Conflict 
Resolution; Innocence Project 
30 Cardozo Law School 
Deirdre J. Fox 
David Fried 
Elected Legislator of Rockland 
County, New York 
Howard Freeman 
Arts & Entertainment Law Journal; SBA IL 
Senator; Innocence Project; Dean's Scholar 
Ehud Fried 
Real Estate Reporter 
Julia Fuld Elliot Menachem Gardner 
Notes & Comments Editor, Arts & Enter- Book Note Editor, Law Review; Innocence 
tainment Law Journal, Tax Clinic Project; Dean's Distinguished Scholar; 
American Constitution Society; 
Environmental Law Society 
Elizabeth George-Cheniara 
Mediation Clinic; Women's Law Journal 
Michael Glasser 
Editor-in-quef, Arts & Entertaimnent Law 
Journal; SBA Senator, Justice; Office of 
Adnlinistration Tour Guide; 
Telecommunications Clinic; Law Revue Show 
• 
David Michael Goldstein 
Telecommunications Clinic; ITAP 
Katrina Giedt 
Co-Executive Editor, Public Law, Policy & 
Ethics Journal 
Emily D. Goldberg 
Women's Law Journal; 
Telecommunications Clinic 
Tamar Goldstein 
Managing Editor, Women's Law 
Journal; Tax Law Society 
Peter L. Giunta 
Law Review, Production Editor 
Lauren Jill Goldberg 
Production Editor, Journal of 
International & Comparative Law; 
Dean's Scholarship 
Andrew GraBois 
Associate Editor, Journal of Conflict 
Resolution; Senior Justice , 
SBA Tribunal 
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Tonya Green 
Secretary '02-'03, Treasurer '03-'04, BLSA; 
Public Interest Stipend; Alexander A. Dellelese 
Memorial Scholarship; Senator Hillaiy Rodham 
Clinton Immigration Fellowship 
Miriam Cheryl Grossman 
Arts & Entertainment Law Journal; ITAP; 
Dean's Scholarship; Secretary, Student Life 
Committee; Intellectual Property Law Society, 
Trademark Co-Chairperson; Tax Clinic 
Yale Han 
APALSA; BALLSA; Intellectual 
Property Society 
~2 r.::i rdozo T.::iw Sc-hool 
David Gross 
SBA Treasurer; Student Chair, Faculty 
Appointments Committee; Chair, 
Orientation Committee; Supreme 
Allied Commander, Law Revue 
Ally Hack 
Arts & Entertainment Law Journal; 
Bet Tzedek 
Craig Hanlon 
Senior Notes Editor, Journal of Conflict 
Resolution; SBA President; Heyman 
Scholar-Center for Corporate 
Governance; Law Revue Show 
Robert A. Gross 
Prosecutor Practicum; Immigration 
Clinic; ITAP; Tennis Club 
Dwayne Anthony Hamblin 
Women's Law Journal; President, BLSA 
Joshua Harlan Harris 
David Harrison 
Rebecca G. Herman 
Miriam Healy 
IP Society; Phi Alpha Delta; Law Revue 
Sharon Hirsch 
Avi Israeli 
Articles Editor, Law Review; Dean's 
Distinguished Scholar 
Shelley Ivan 
Jason Herbst 
Stacy Hong 
Bet Tzedek 
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Dina M. Kameros 
Moot Court Honor Society; SBA Senator; 
Goods & Services Auction, Co-chair; 
Burns Scholar; Hana's Sister 
Hillary Katz 
Melissa S. Kho 
Arts & Entertainment Law Journal; Bet Tzedek; 
ITAP; APALSA; NY Regional APALSA Council; 
Cardozo Coalition for Diversity; Co-Founder, 
ABCNY Minority Fellowship 
34 Cardozo Law School 
Ilana F. Kameros Chalfin 
Supervising Editor, Law Review; 
Heyman Scholar; Holocaust Restitu-
tion Claims Practicum; Yearbook 
Society; Dina's Sister 
Jennifer Elyssa Kellman 
Naya Kim 
Subscriptions Editor, Journal of Interna-
tional & Comparative Law; Tax Clinic; 
ITAP; Dean's Scholarship 
Leor J. Kaplan 
Moot Court Honor Society; 
Federalist Society 
'' . ·.i' - •• - - . t' ~; • .r ,:../ 
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, 
Indira D. Khan 
Philip Z. Kimball 
Acquisitions Editor, Journal of Conflict 
Resolution; Mediation Clinic; ITAP 
John W. Kirkland 
Notes & Comments Editor, Arts & 
Entertainment Law Journal; 
Heyman Scholar 
Allison Newman Kochman 
Articles Editor, Arts & Entertainment Law 
Journal 
Joanna Maria Lane 
Rachel Klein 
SBA 21 Senator; JLSA; 
Immigration Clinic 
Jonathan Koevary 
Supervising Editor, Law Review 
Luz Laulo 
Munoz Bet Tzedek; Mediation Clinic; 
LALSA 
Joni Kletter 
Moot Court Honor Society; PILSA; 
Innocence Project 
Joshua Jacob Kunis 
Moot Court Honor Society 
James Chi Ho Lee 
Arts & Entertainment Law Journal 
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Jodi Leibowitz 
Notes Editor, Law Review; 
Dean's Distinguished Scholar; Bet Tzedek 
Jessica Levine 
Production Editor, Women's Law Journal 
Shira Lyons 
Journal of Conflict Resolution 
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Jonathan F. Lenzner 
Executive Editor, Journal of International 
& Comparative Law; Criminal Appeals 
Clinic; Prosecutor Practicum; ITAP 
Menachem Zev Levoritz 
Natalie Sharon Marcus 
Articles Editor, Women's Law Journal 
Carrie Anne Lerner 
Immigration Clinic; Advocates 
for Battered Women 
Jacqueline T. Lopardo 
ITAP; Trial Team 
Rachel Marks 
Law Review; Dean's Distinguished 
Scholar; Jacob Burns Scholar 
Matthew R. Maron 
Executive Teams Editor, Moot Court 
Honor Society 
Rachel Mazer 
Marisa Mercandetti 
Editorial Board, Moot Court Honor 
Society; Prosecutor's Practicum; EU 
Moot; ITAP 
Maite Martinez 
Moot Court Honor Society; 
Vice-President, LALSA 
Heather T. Mehler 
Mbambu I. Miller 
11 Chair, Film & Television Division, 
SELSA 
Eldar Mayouhas 
Acquisitions Editor, Arts & Entertainment 
Law Journal; Innocence Project 
Danielle Mendelsohn 
Moot Court Honor Society; 
Prosecutor's Practicum Externship 
Michelle A. Miller 
Class of 2004 3 7 
Svetlana Mirkis 
Abraham M. Muchnick 
Public Law, Policy & Ethics Journal; 
Intellectual Property Concentration 
Anthony Musillami 
38 Cardozo Law School 
Yael Mizrahi 
Amitab M. Mukerjee 
Articles Editor, Law Review; Dean's 
Distinguished Scholar 
Javaid Nayyar 
Christina Montiero 
National Team Oralist, Moot Court Honor Society; ABA 
National Appellate Advocacy Competition; Best Brief and 
Runner-up Best Oralist, Fall 2002 , Monrad G. Paulsen 
Moot Court Competition; IP Society; Innocence Project 
Deborah Murad 
Symposium Editor, Arts & Entertain-
ment Law Journal; Vice-President, 
SELSA; Advocates for Battered Women 
Jennifer A. Nelson 
\ 
\ 
Masa Noda 
Sr. Internet Editor, Journal of Conflict 
Resolution; Innocence Project 
\ 
I 
Daniel Adam Pearlman 
Joun~al of International and 
Comparative Law; Bet Tzedek 
Shulamis Peltz 
Editorial Board, Team Editor, Oralist, 
Moot Court Honor Society; ITAP; 
Courtroom Advocates Project 
L. Irene Pangilinan 
Arts & Entertainment Law Journal; 
Innocence Project 
Anna Susan Peckham 
President, Federalist Society 
Jordan C. Pilevsky 
Yong-Mi Park 
Avi M. Peison 
Journal of International 
& Comparative Law 
Karen M. Praport 
Notes Editor, Women's Law Journal; ITAP; 
International Law Students' Association; 
Women's Law Students' Association; Student Life 
Committee; Kukin Mediation Competition 
Class of 2004 39 
Abraham Raab 
Rockwell Robert Reid, Jr. 
President, BALLSA; ITAP; Frederick 
Douglass Mock Trial Team 
Taryn Reynolds 
Supervising Editor, Law Review 
40 Cardozo Law School 
Erik Raines 
Managing Editor, Journal of 
International Conflict Resolution, 
Treasurer, IP Society 
Jessie K. Reider 
Executive Editor, Women's Law 
Journal 
Sasha Beth Rieders 
Supervising Editor, Law Review; 
Dean's Merit Scholarship 
Greta Ravitsky 
Journal of International 
and Comparative Law 
Benjamin Reynolds 
Articles Editor, Journal of Conflict 
Resolution 
Stuart J. Riemer 
Arts & Entertainment Law Journal; 
Mediation Clinic 
/ 
I 
Hara A. Robrish 
Symposium Editor, Journal of International & 
Comparative Law; Fundraising Coordinator, PILSA; 
Women's Law Student Association ; !TAP; Participant 
of Public Interest Stipend; Bet Tzeclek 
Barry Rosenhouse 
Medi~tion Clinic, 2002-2003 
Liza V. Schaeffer 
Moot Court Honor Society; 
Innocence Project; European Union 
Law Moot Court 
Kevin J. Rosenberg 
SBA Senator; Bet Tzedek; President and 
Founder, Outdoor Adventurer Club; 
Contributing Writer, Cardozo Insider; 
Operation Enduring Freedom 
Julia Rubin 
Law Review; Dean's Distinguished 
Scholar; Heyman Scholar; Tax Clinic; 
Tax Law Society 
Jonathan Scheinberg 
Notes Editor, Journal of Conflict 
Resolution ; Tax Clinic; Dean's 
Scholar; Intramural Basketball; 
Intramural Softball 
Max L. Rosenberg 
Jody Esta-Abra Saltzman 
Stephanie Schloss 
Class of 2004 41 
Bree Schonbrun 
Notes Editor, Law Review; 
Innocence Project 
Stephen E. Schwartz 
Editor, Women's Law Journal; 
Founder/President, Cardozo Shabbat 
in the Village; Executive Board, 
Jewish Law Student's Association 
Michael P. Sheridan 
42 Cardozo Law School 
Dana Schuessler 
Law Review 
Alissa Shapiro 
Andrew W. Shiue 
AP ALSA; IP Society; IP Concentration 
Dennis Zachary Schwartz 
Holly C. Shaw 
David Shor 
Estee Forspan Shor 
Tax Clinic; Tax Law Society; 
Cardozo Insider; Student Life 
Committee; Dean's Merit Scholar 
Karen C. Sinai 
Productions Editor, Arts & Entertainment 
Law Jmirnal; Trial Team; Holocaust 
Restitution Claims Practicum 
Paulina Angela Stamatelos 
Arts & Entertainment Law Journal; 
Alexander Fellows Program; Dean's 
Merit Scholarship 
(l;YJM .. ~; .. · .. .: . ~ f 
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David Shteingart 
<! 
Journal of International & Comparative Law; 
Immigration Law Clinic; Student Life Commit-
tee; ITAP; Corporate Counsel's Appellate 
Externship; Advocates for Battered Women 
Jaime Alyson Sinrich 
Arts & Entertainment Law Journal; 
ITAP; Labor & 
Employment Law Clinic 
Cara Sterman 
Law Review 
David R. Shyer 
Supervising Editor, Public Law, 
Policy & Ethics Journal 
Susie C. Sohn 
Articles Editor, Arts & Entertainment 
Law Journal; Alumni Officer, 
APALSA; Mediation Clinic 
Avery P. Strickoff 
Moot Court Honor Society; 
Tax Clinic 
Class of 2004 43 
Joshua Summers 
Alexander Fellows Program; 
Women's Law Journal; 
Unemployment Action Center; ITAP 
Jordan Tolman 
Law Revue Show, Director, Actor; 
Intramural Softball; Intramural 
Basketball 
Michelle Waller 
Symposia Editor, Law Review 
44 Cardozo Law School 
Joanna L. Swyers 
Co-chair, GALLSA 
Pamela Troy 
Symposia Editor, Journal of Conflict 
Resolution 
Joshua Warren 
Chief Justice, SBA Tribunal; 
Director, Law Revue; 
Editor-in-Chief, 
Yearbook Society 
Steven Tishco 
Articles Editor, Journal of 
International & Comparative Law 
Soulafreda Valassis 
Moot Court Honor Society; 
Innocence Project 
Lionel David Warshauer 
Executive Editor, Journal of Conflict 
Resolution; Holocaust 
Restitutions Clinic 
Brian S. Weiss 
Pamela Wessmann 
Trial Team 
Gregory Weiss 
Submissions Editor, Law Review 
Ilyssa Jill Wellikoff 
Senior Articles Editor, Journal of 
Conflict Resolution 
Allison Wexler 
Articles Editor, Law Review; 
Heyman Scholar 
Matthew B. Wolin 
Jason Tsu-hsin Yang Abigail Ruth Zucker 
Managing Editor, Public Law, Policy 
& Ethics Journal; Co-Coordinator, 
Advocates for Battered Women; 
Family Law Clinic; Yearbook Society 
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Elissa Robin Aaronson Steven John Huntzinger Natalie Rosenberg 
Bryan Elliott Balaci Kaanji Leilen Irby Paul Stuart Roslyn 
Sarah E. Barrows Vivak Jayaram Maria Celia Rubinos 
Thomas Michael Beam Lyonel Jean-Pierre Jr. Marianna E. Salz 
Oren Bechor Rachael Susan Kafrissen Joshua Brett Sandberg 
George Benaur Menachem Kaplan David Harris Sandler 
Susan Jane Berkowitz Gina Eve Kapustin Robert Seigel 
Jennifer Hope Bernstein Meir Dan Katz Darren Seilbaek 
Maya Blanc Tamar Luna Keil Jessica Selinkoff 
Dimiter Blyangov Grace Ye-Jin Kim Joshua Levi Seltzer 
Timothy Bogan Jae Kuan Kim Madeleine Severin 
Lorelei Boylan Melanie Cheri King Michael Jan1es Sheppeard 
Sheryl Lynn Calabro Cary Lee Kleiner Diane Jeyoung Shim 
Cara Marie Cardinale David Amir Kochman Timothy S. Shin 
Michael William Cavino Melanie Adler Kosloff Kami! Shoikhetbrod 
Mark Cermele Rachel Lauren Kugel Dara R. Small 
Chia-Yu Chang Jesse G. Kulp Susan Smollens 
Sheema Q. Chaudhry James Elliot Lahm Matthew J. Solow 
Shagun Chawla James F. Lampidis Boris Marat Sominsky 
Connie L. Chen Leah Lederberger Jonathan Martin Spiegel 
Dina M. Cohen Jennifer Ruth Levy Shannon June Stallings 
Jonathan Danziger Seth Howard Liebennan Eric Moss Stein 
Evan Robert Drachman Jessica Lin Shoshana R. Stein 
Naomi Edward Dumas Daniel Brett Linson Elizabeth Shannon Strott 
Lindsey Morgan Eldred Geofrey Chien Liu Jenna M. Sunderland Barresi 
Shallom Engel Melissa Locker Steven Edward Sykes 
Rachel Blumenthal Epstein Scott A. London Benjamin Waite Taylor 
Allison Naomid Fihma Benjamin M. Lowin Chelsea Willow Teachout 
Jennifer Susan Frank Lauren Marcello Margaret E. Roca Tomkins 
Holly Rachel Froum Peter Ryan Masso Daniel T. Totillo 
Daniel Israel Frysh Jay J. Massaro Anthony Marie Truchard 
Brisette Gantt Sarah Ellen Mathison Amy Hsin-Yun Tsai 
Aliza Judith Ganz Alexandra Bridget MeTague Amy Christina Tucci 
Dan Gati Paula Lynn Miller Beth Melissa Valove 
Timothy Paul Gillen SadafMirza John Gibson Verkuil 
Olga Giller Nadia Leah Misha! Roopesh Vijayan 
Jennifer Lynn Glickman Jerry J. Monaco Joseph Robert Villani 
Carlos Gonzalez Kurt Daniels Mundorff Phillip H. Wang 
Hannah Greer Stephen Peter Murray Kevin Bennett Waterson 
David Meyer Gross Jennifer Catherine Negron Evan Matthew Wegrzyn 
Seth A. Grossman Nikoll Nikei Frederick L. Wesner 
Tanja Gr.t:eskowitz Sarah Elizabeth O'Connor Kenneth E. Widerka 
Suzanne Mimosa Hamilton Alice Park Alexander J. Wolf 
Erina M. Hammond Malte Pendergast Fischer Amanda Lia Wolfe 
Peter H. Hanna Daniel Seth Peretz Mark David Yudell 
Kelsey Marie Hanrahan Steven K. Platzek Caryn Fae Yukelson 
Travis Mark Harper Jason Craig Robbins Samantha Renee Zenaek 
Dana H. Hong Stephanie Elaine Romano 
Carolyn J. Horan Spencer Var Rosenbaum 
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LLM Graduates 
Leonid A. Bershiski 
IP Society; JD/LLM 
Elif Emine Sallorenzo 
Jomnal of International 
& Comparative Law; ITAP 
Tiffany D. Tant 
lngvil Conradi Andersen 
Kinga Biernat 
Stephanie Andrew Bonk 
Marcela Yael Casciani 
Leyda S. Castillo 
Ruey-Yuan Chao 
Sohyun Chung 
Levente Csengery 
Valaya Dipongam 
Gary Morris Emmanuel 
Adam Prescott Forman 
Giovanny Xavier Gomez 
Carl M. R. van der Zandt 
Maria Temilda Gonzalez 
Christopher Gorman-Evans 
Alexander Mathias I laag 
Gergana Hristova Ignatova 
Berna Naside Karaahmetoglu 
Joshua Seth Katzman 
Seema Lal 
Susan .Joy Latham 
Bernard H. Maister 
Annie Makutonin 
Anna Maria Mizzi 
Juan Carlos Monteza 
Derem Kaine Nzeribe 
Martha M. Rumore 
Susan Mildred Schlesinger 
Elodie Siliart 
David Stein 
Nicola Tasco 
Savita Veerubhotla 
Svetlana B. Vinogradova 
Jingliang Wang 
Nilesh Zacharias 
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APALSA 
Asian Pacific American Law Student Association 
BLSA 
Black Law Student Association 
GALLSA 
Gay and Lesbian Law Student Alliance 
LALSA 
Latin American Law Student Association 
IPLS 
Intellectual Property Law Society 
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Arts & 
Entertainment 
Law Journal 
Law Review 
Women's 
Law Journal 
.. 
I 
I 
Public Law, 
Policy & 
Ethics 
Journal 
Journal of 
Conflict 
Resolution 
Journal of 
International & 
Comparative 
Law 
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Moot Court 
Honor Society 
_...,,.,~ ...... ------....... -
____ ..,.. .................. ______ _ 
- ...,.. _ __,._.,,....._~_ ..... _ 
..... ..,......., .. _.,..__..,.._,,..,.,... 
.,.. 
"TFieVagfnaMonologues''-··1 
February 29, 2004 • 2PM 
AomtlS 0'1C 
S, <l nncP, . $10 tuc,or) s1uuc": 1a v, _ .· . . s12 \:10011 
Gen11tal S'01aovan"\ ungel New Yorl<-
55 Fifth Avenue (3rd floor o . 
-----
- -·- -- ~-----·-
Cardozo Advocates for Battered Women 
Federalist Society Student Life Commitlcc PILS/\ Dispute Resolution Society 
l'uhlic Interest I . .iw S111dcn1 l\ssoci,uion 
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Senior .Justices SBA Tribunal 
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revue 
March 31, 2004 
The Adventures of 
Dorothy in 
WonderDOZO 
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Corporate 
Governance 
studied 
at Oxford 
in 2002 
ardozo 
Moot Court Team 
mooted in San 
Diego 
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faLL BASH 
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.April 22, 200 4 
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Stephen Scwartz 
To our Dear Stephen, 
We are so incredibly proud of you! You have worked 
very hard during the past three years and we could not 
be any more proud of you than we are today. Mazal tov! 
Love, Mom,Dad,David and Sherry 
Josh Warren 
Congratulations Class of 2004 
Love, 
Lacey, Mackenzie and Madeline 
86 Cardozo Law School 
t!~~'✓-'fl' ~~\J.', 
~ f ~ Congratulations ~ 
-\:(_ Ilana , -
~-: :,;, __ 
,. I love You! ~ 
t ' ~ Love, ~ )'.f David \:( 
( ' ~~~'✓-'fl' ~ ~'✓-'1' 
Josh Warren 
To my step brother, the only person I know who would take 
the L SATs on a whim, driven solely by boredom. Your 
insatiable brain, your kind heart, and your magnetic sense 
of humor make you bound by nothing. You will be the finest 
Dr, lawyer, NASA scientist, novelist, educator, Congress-
man the world has even seen. And I can say you're kin. 
Congratulations Joshua Louis. 
Love, Natalia 
Kevin Jared Rosenberg 
Kevin, 
The world is a better 
place with you in it, 
because of the roles 
you play. 
Love and congratula-
tions from those who 
know you best! 
Leadership 
Morality 
Friendship 
Family 
He knows the value 
' of them all! 
Moin & Craig 
Josh Warren 
I'm bored ... Did We Graduate Yet? 
Congratulations Big Guy! 
Love, 
Winnie 
Josh Warren 
J-
As we grow older, you continue to surprise, 
amaxe and inspire me. While the next step of 
your joruney may be unknown, the impact you 
will make and the success you will achieve is 
extremely clear. 
I could not be more proud of you 
Love Always, 
Jen 
Rachel Klein 
MAZEL TOV AND MUCH SUCCESS TO OUR DEAR 
DAUGHTER AND SISTER RACHEL KLEIN 
WE'RE SO PROUD OF YOU! 
MOMMY, DADDY, ARIEL AND MORDECHAI 
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Amitas Mark Mukerjee 
"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about 
things that matter" 
"Success is failure turned inside out" 
Heather Mehler 
WHEREAS, you have always demonstrated an ability to perform; and 
WHEREAS, you have given us much joy and satisfaction; and 
WHEREAS, you have ful fill ed your obligations in an exemplary fas hion; and 
WHEREAS, your physical appearance is beyond compare; 
It is hereby resolved that the Mehler family is extremely please with your 
accomplishment in graduating Cardozo Law School. 
Heather, we could have simply said that we love you and are very proud of what 
you have done, but we wanted you to get used to what you will be facing for the rest of 
your legal career. Love Mom, Dad and Matthew. 
f!f~ ~ v-, ~ ~V-'1' f!f ~ ~ v-, ~ ~V-'1' . ~ David Dov Shteingart ~ ~ · ~ 
~;r -~~t( ~;r -~~t( 
.:;.. -~ ,;,I.- -~ 
~ Dear David, ~ ~ ~ 
-\:(_ We are very proud of you x--\:(_ Congratulations, x· 
~ being the first lawyer in our ~ ~ Michelle ! ~ 
~ -~{ family. Wishing you luck, -\(_, ~-~{ -\?(, 
;). success and the best in all ~ .,;;. 
A6 your future endeavors. .... A6 Per Ardua, Ad Astra .... l:(_ )_:' l:(_ Love Ian )_:' 
~ MAZALTOV ~ ~ ~ )~f Love Mom, Dad and all -~? )~f -~? 
6, family ~ 6, ~ 
l~ ~r -1~ j·-f 
., / • , ', 
~~~~-,~~v~~~~v-,~~v~ 
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Daniel 
Fink 
Dear Dan, 
Mazel Tov on your law school graduation. All of 
your hard work has paid off. I am so proudof 
you. 
I love you1 
Love, 
Jessie 
Michael Glasser 
He grew up into this 
absolutely amazing son! 
May success and happiness 
follow you for the rest of 
your life. 
Always remember how 
much your loved. 
"Congratulations on your 
Graduation" 
All our love, 
Mom and Dad 
Dear Michael, 
Whatever happened to 
our "Mikey likey Mikey 
Neaker" boy? 
f!f~~V-f' ~~\..i:-~ ~ Daniel Fink ~ )_r -iz 
6, Dear Chaim Volf, ... 
-t~ ~ -
., We wish you much success / • 
-..: as you start the next chapter 6 )_f of your life. Maze! Tov! ~{ 
,.IW With Love, ~ 
~:(. Steven, Debbie, Shira, Katie, )? 
~ Tiffany, Adam, Fran & Kenny ~ 
( ' ~ ~ ~V-f' ~ ~V-f' 
f!f~~V-f' ~~V-~ ~ Beth Citron ~ 
~~r -ir.-e<' 
,;1.. Beth, -~ 
f.!,r. Mere words cannot express ~)-.. 
, how proud we are of you. 
-..: Your accomplishments 6 )_f throughout your life con- -\{ 
,.IW tinue to keep us in awe, as ~ 
l~ we' re sure they will in the .::;. i 
'" ?__. ~ future... ~\~J- We love you so very much, -\( t Mom&Dad,. 
~ ~~Vf' ~~V-f' 
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Mbambu Ilenda Miller 
Dear Mbambu, 
The world is at your fingerstips. 
Enjoy it! 
Love, 
Mom and Dad, 
Howard and Aimee 
Michelle Miller 
Dear Michelle, 
CONGRATULATIONS!! 
We are so proudof you! 
Love, 
Aunt Marilyn, Uncle Bob, Jennifer and 
Lauren 
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Daniel Fink 
Congratulations Daniel, 
We are so proud of you 
Mom, Dad, Beth, Bryan, Lisa & Jessica 
BRIAN WEISS 
Dear Brian: 
We wan t to congratu late you on your graduation from law school and wish 
you much success in your future career as an attorney. We hope you find in fin ite 
satisfaction and purpose in the practice of this honorable profession. Our wish 
for you is not only material rewards and successes but the contentment and inner 
peace that come from serving one's clients well, making their lives a little better 
or easier, and upholding the honor and dignity of the profession. We know that 
you have the right stuff to achieve all that you seek and we are confident you will 
accomplish all to which you aspire. Good luck and much happiness and success 
always. 
Love, 
Mom, Dad, Evan, Jessica, and Mikey 
Brooke Causanschi Dania and Andrew Borteck 
Brooke, 
We are so proud of you. We love you so 
much. We wish you health and happi-
ness always. 
We are proud of you! 
With love, 
Love, 
Grandma and Grandpa 
Denise and 
Mark Stein 
Lynn and Linda and 
Rob Borteck Lane Steiger 
Jessie K. Reider 
Each new step brings pride and 
wonder ... Congratulations ... on 
achieving one more step. We love 
you! 
Mom,Dad, Valerie and Amanda 
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Jeremy Beyda 
Dear Jeremy, 
Congratulations on your achievement. A 
bright future is ahead of you. We want to wish 
you good luck, happiness and good health 
always. 
We love you, 
Mom, Dad, Dave and Ben 
Holly Christine 
ShavV 
Congratulations and 
Best Wishes! 
Love, 
Mom and John 
Michelle Al son Miller 
Dear Michelle, 
We wish you the best of health, happiness 
and a wonderful future. 
YOU DID IT!!! 
Love, 
Mom, Dad Deborah and Joshua 
Yacov Mayer Brisman 
Dear Yacov Mayer, 
Mazel Tov on this momentous occasion. We wish you 
good luck in all your future endeavors and continued 
love from your beautiful family. 
Love, 
Mom and Dad 
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MARISA MERCANDETTI 
Born of the Sea ... SI Academy .. . 
Outsmarting Quincy Dum-Dum .. . 
Stepping Stones ... "What is a salt 
shaker?" ... Drunk on Binaca .. . 
Christmas Tree Weekends ... Traveling 
Pudy and Oklahoma.. . Lessons -
ballet, violin, skiing, piano and 
horseback riding ... 5th grade - "I 
wanna be a veterinarian" ... Fluffy, 
Tuffy & Noel. .. Jelly Belly, Strawberry 
Shortcake, She-Ra, Samantha & 
Ping]e ... Meredith's new hairstylist ... 
Cannoli loses his head ... 
Only good friends send poison pen letters ... John Wilkes Booth's spur .. . "The Trenton Times would like to interview you" ... "Little 
House on the Prairie", "Saved by the Bell" & "Gone With the Wind" ... Alaska comes home, dog home videos & dog cheers ... Clara 
Barton and Scarlet O'Hara .. . Civil War reenactor .. . "Did you know you can drive at 14 in Nebraska?" .. . Pioneer for Cheese & 
Dint. .. I Ith grade - "I want to be a lawyer" ... WWPHS cheerleader ... Girl's State & Christie Whitman ... "Who is Carl Enroth and 
why is he coming over for dessert? ... University of Richmond ... University Scholar ... "May I introduce you to your suicidal 
roommate" .. . Delta, Delta, Delta .. . Invisible Richmond stop signs ... Pools & dorm parties are great for concussions ... It's hard to 
sleep with all the break-ins in Georgetown ... "Oh! Oh! "The Tornado" is back home ... Spanish, Italian, Swedish & Phoenician??? .. . 
International Traveler ... Cousin Arturo & Easter in Masserano ... "Leave your heart in San Francisco, but your appendix in Perugia .. . 
September 11th, 2001 & the New York City Blackout. .. Asthma & Celiac Sprue can't hold you back. .. Law & Order ... Meet Ginger 
from Staten Island. 
It has been a wild and wonderful journey. You overcame every obstacle ( and there were many) thrown before you. You have blessed 
our family by being a great role model for your sister and brother, demonstrating that if you really believe in your dreams, and work 
hard at them, they will one day come true. We love you and are so very proud of you. Congratulations! "The eagle has truly soared!" 
With all of our love, 
Dad, Mom, Meredith & Vincent 
Taryn Reynolds 
Congratulations on three outstanding 
years. Your focus and determination 
were remarkable. You have attained 
everything you put your mind and 
heart to. We are so proud of you and all 
your accomplishments. All our best 
wishes to the Class of 2004. 
Love, 
Mom and Dad 
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Jonathan Scheinberg 
Jonathan is a graduate of the University of 
Pennsylavnia. We were ecstatic about his college 
acceptance until we found out that his admission 
was contingent upon the donation ofone of his 
father's kidneys! 
Jonathan then went on to Cardozo Law School 
where his father had to give up his other kidney! 
After graduation he will be employed by Shulty, 
Roth and Zabel and as a dedicated organic farmer, 
his first case will be suing Bugs Bunny for eating 
his carrot patch! 
Jonathan, we are so proud of you and wish you 
a life of happiness and success. 
Love, Mom, Dad and Lindsay 
Karen Sinai 
Karen, 
It has been a pleasure to watch you grow and 
attain all of your goals. We are very proud of you 
and wish you the best of luck ahead. 
We Love You, 
Abba, Ema, Leor, Roey and Leeat 
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never won an argument 
with you, we think you will 
be a wonderful attorney! 
With love, your family, 
Mom, Dad, Michelle and 
Matt 
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Carrie Lerner 
Carrie, 
From the day you were born 
it has been an adventure. 
You brighten up all of our 
lives. We love you and are 
so proud of you. Having 
'I' It ill with Los;Q, P~ cu:i.d. Ha.ppu:1Qia too, 
W 'II d'!lc:licau. tli. ~ in hoa::>c of )'OU, 
Th.:roU£,li. Ul'II '9Q4ff )'OU b4"1Q ~'9'Qd (;t"Qc:st lUOOQH, 
And. to kw')"Ou O£\Q would. 0l!lpQct gotltlag l<lll1, 
A i;.ti,.nj?IIQ of "y'Ouc llio \:U'Q bffloQ pcm<11l:l.uid.'1:i.oco, 
To ,kco '1:x:rw ')"OU k '9'Q tou.ch<id ut "yQaS;' G.tt<ac '9Qa.t:, 
Will~ you :br.alt:b, 'luippu:1Qia &.. pro1pu:-ity in ail "y'Ouc o~e:...on, 
And. a.ot 1w t 1od4v, but foco'9'Qc t1lld. 0'9'Qc • 
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HILLARY-
HILLARY KATZ 
DEAR HILLARY -
CONGRATULATIONS! 
TODAY IS YOU DAY 
YOU'RE OFF TO GREAT PLACES 
YOU'RE OFF AND AWAY! 
AND WILL YOU SUCCEED? 
YES! YOU WILL INDEED! 
(98 AND 314 % GUARANTEED.) 
TODAY MARKS THE BEGINNING OF 
ALL OF THOSE WONDER-
FUL PLACES YOU'LL GO-
WE ARE SO VERY PROUD 
OF YOU AND WISH YOU 
THE VERY BEST. 
FOLLOW YOUR DREAMS 
& 
CHASE YOUR RAINBOWS! 
LOVE, 
MOM, DAD, MICHELLE 
AND STEPHANIE 
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Congratulations ! 
To our dear son 
Avery Strickoff 
On the occasion of this special milestone in his life. 
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We are very proud of the fine, special, and caring young man that you have become. 
H d 
You have set your goals and followed through, 
and it is gratifying to see how much nachas 
you bring to your grandparents' Z'L memory this day. 
May this be the start of a lifetime filled with 
Torah richness, personal and professional success, and true happiness. 
With all our love, 
Mom and Dad 
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Michele Filorimo 
"My Aunt is a lawyer" 
Congratulations Michele! 
Love: 
Mom, Dad, Anthony, Michele and Caroline. 
100 Cardozo Law School 
David Shyer 
Congratulations on your graduation. 
This is only the beginning of a very 
promising future. We are so proud 
of who you are and how much you 
have accomplished. We love you 
very much. 
Love, 
Mom, Dad, Kim, Lynda, Michael and Benny 
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Miriam Grossman 
Mazel Tov on your graduation from Cardozo. We are proud of all 
your hard work and accomplishments. May you achieve much suc-
cess in your legal career, 
Love, 
Mom, Dad and Grandma 
102 Cardozo Law School 
Brooke Causanschi 
'Broof;g., 
'We fove you!!! 
Char[i, Jllncfi & 'J{jf;_!&, 
Way fo go Brooke! 
Love, Hillary 
Momma, 
You make me so proud! 
I Love you!! 
Joie 
Brooke, 
We are so proud of you. You are such 
an incredible daughter. You make us 
smile and you make us crazy- that's 
what we love about you. We wish you 
health, happiness and wealth! 
Love, 
Mom and Dad 
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Ilana & Dina Kaineros 
We are proud of you both as students and prouder that after three years together you are as close as friends 
as you are as sisters. We all love you - Mommy, Daddy, Samantha and David 
-......----
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Cheryl 
CHAIM AND EITAN ("I LOVE YOU 
MOMMY " XOXO 
LISA 
BABIE & ZAYDIE 
GRANDMA MILDRED 
GRANDPA IRV & GRANDMAN EUDI CE 
Cillo 
"TO OUR SHANIE" 
AS A WIFE, MOTHER AND 
STUDENT YOU ARE AND AL-
WAYS WILL BE AN INSPIRA-
TION TO US ALL. 
ON THIS DAY WE GIVE YOU 
ALL OUR LOVE AND WISH 
YOU GREAT SUCCESS FOR 
THE FUTURE. 
"RES IPSA LOQUITUR" 
! !MAZEL TOV! ! 
SUSAN,IRA & FAMILY 
KIKI,SEL & FAMILY 
CHANIE, MOISH & FAMILY 
MIRIAM, BOBBY & FAMILY 
NANCY & FAMILY 
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Josh Warren 
At age 3, you attended "Growing Tree", 
By learning you were psyched , school you 
disliked. 
At age 5, it all seemed to jive, Going to Cornell 
was the key, for a vetrinarian to be. 
You had no doubt until you found out that 
pigs smell and that Ithaca was hell. 
So what to do, and what would you pursue, 
teaching seemed a possible career but you 
still had fear. 
Then on spring day, we heard you say, I've 
been accepted to Law School, isn't that Cool? 
Did you apply, or were you invited? Either way we were excited 
Congratulations, and you will always be one step ahead of us! 
With all our love, 
Mom and Joel 
PorWarr6o 
... In one transaction you can em6arrass your R.ja. .. 
You were then 
You are now ... 
Now and Forever 
You will always be 
THE CHAMP 
No matter what rung on the ladder 
you will ever reach for, 
or, how you will define success, 
we will always be proud 
of who you are. 
'here's to the days of your youth, Cost to the 6ook§'! 
Ci)f & ~ <:!low 11~~ 
[!/j~ (jj)a<.4 ffen, 
g;~ [!/j~ ~ W:Ci)f~ 
W H A T E V E R ! 
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Con 
Ode to Cardozo 
by Roy Fenichel 
Three years come and almost gone 
Almost ready to put that gown on 
What have you learned and become 
Since first year set your brain on numb? 
Classes and clinics and internships too 
Figuring out what you want to do 
Now you have that juris doctor degree 
Will it shackle you or set you free? 
Y pu can brief a case and argue it too 
But how have you come to define you? 
Admin and profs, who touched your life? 
Thank who paid your bills, your parents or wife 
tions 
Cla 
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Remember and maybe torts 
D on't forget the Insider's sports 
The cafeteria I never did find, you try 
But Bernie's always been a great guy 
E lements and Property, and legal wri ting too 
Journals and writing contests, and ALR to do 
Crim Law and Corporations, who's left to sue? 
There's always ITAP, mooting at a court near you 
Benjamin N . Cardozo, who gave us his name 
Unmatched literary rhetoric was his game 
But now we all know of proximate cause 
And how social interest enters our laws 
We also know that the bad guy often wins 
Though DNA checking can fix some sins 
Con Law and Civ Pro and NY Practice for hours 
Not to mention those wonderful bathrooms of ours 
So shed not a tear for your school of schools 
You've paid good money for these legal tools 
But someday yo u will be glad you went here 
The day after Cardozo makes that first tier 
4i,0Stens) 

- - ---- ----- -- -- - --- - -

